SINCE I published my biography of James Wilson Morrice, some five years ago, and told of his life in Montreal and Paris, I have been asked by those who still think him essentially Parisian to proceed further, to explain how far his work was Canadian. That is a little difficult. One reason is that ever since Thomas Craven began his apotheosis of the North American in art, there has been a tendency on the part of many people to associate any work of genre that may possess regional flavour, with nationalism in painting. As Morrice was not much inclined towards genre nor given, like the Group of Seven, to the preaching of a northern ideal in landscape, he does not fit readily into these conceptions. -He had nevertheless various Canadian qualities, although .they were pres_ ent only in mild implicity, and were not thrust forward nor obvious.
The Group of Seven came after him and A. Y. Jackson was, in a sense, one of his disciples. Yet the urgency of belief found in Jackson and his colleagues would have been ali en to Morri-ce. His approach to painting was a gentle one. At the same time he was undoubtedly the most sensitive artist this country has ever known. We need only look at his picture C(Le Bac, Quebec," now in the collection of the National Gallery, to realize that. The subtle sureness of the colours, of the ice and the wintry waters, is remarkable. Unfortunately Morrice did not paint much in Canada. Perhaps his finest works were those last free creations of his brush, the canvases of Trinidad, done towards the end of his life.
He went through many variations in style; he came close to imitation, once or twice, of experiments in the manner of first, Whistler, and much later, Matisse. Yet there was always something in every one of his paintings that was very much his own. French critics have said, for example, that by setting his figures, like solid immovable counters in the landscape, he was able to induce a feeling of gentle melancholy and that his pyschological overtones were not Gallic but vaguely Anglo-Saxon. What seemed most original to them, after this "divinest melancholy" in the sense of Milton's poem, were his rich and oily pigments) and particularly the way in which he diffused throughout his col9urs a soft, sometimes almost imperceptible, pinkish glow that appeared whether the paint was laid on thickly, as in relatively early scenes of the Seine done about 1900 to 1905, or thinly as in his later Canadian or French works.
It is something peculiarly Canadian, that touch of ruddiness in the atmosphere, especially on winter days. European visitors have told me that one of thei~ most vivid impressions of Canada is a memory of a diffused and pinkish light that is nearly always present in our snow-bound skies. One does not see it in the grayer atmospheres of northern or central Europe or in the clearer horizons of the Mediterranean.
If you study the paintings of Morrice you will notice that the rose creeps into his pigments almost from the beginning. He discovered this colouring in some of his first attempts to depict Quebec scenery-that was back in the nineties-and he seemed never to forget it. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that he afterwards painted Parisian skies with a Canadian vision. As a French critic wrote:-"There is much charm in the landscapes of James Wilson Morrice. Among the gray clouds covering his skies, he scatters a rose of exquisite delicacy that he was the first . . . to employ." That was Paris, the year 1911. Yet at about the same time his academic colleagues in Canada were still looking at Quebec and Ontario landscapes with clouded visions, derivatively based on their studies of the Dutch and Barbizon schools. The contrast is amusing; it does not need to be underlined.
The feeling which Morrice had for Canadian landscape, particularly its winter atmosphere, was· true. It was perhaps even truer, on occasion, than the vision of many of those who have since avowed their belief in a declared Canadianism. For Morrice, in his Quebec paintings, was not telling you, like a lesson, that this was nationalist landscape and northern air and skies; instead he was simply depicting on canvas, with great sensitivity, his own con-· ception of those snow-covered scenes which he had used to sketch, out-of-doors, on his numerous visits home.
Yet, unlike A. Y. Jackson and La wren Harris, he did not find the great stimulus to his vision in Canadian nature. Every artist finds such stimulus in his own way, and Morrice, it is safe to assert, found his mainly by travelling. He moved in cosmopolitan realms which led him close to the great experimenters in organic painting, men like Matisse, who tried to organize pattern and design by modulations, changes, and contrasts in colour, as much as by lineand perspective. From the European point of view, Morrice stands forth as a minor figure, a pleasant painter, among the giant contemporaries of modern art. But, considered as a Canadian, he saw the landscapes of his native land as intimately as any had done before him, and despite the accepted power of some who have followed, he remains to date our finest and most sensitive artist.
While he was able to bring a sustained and delicate vision to bear upon his choice of subjects, Morrice never achieved any concentrated awareness of the more austere aspects of Canadian nature. Those artists who have done so since, notably the Group of Seven, have not had, on the other hand, his qualities of continuous sensibility. Lawren Harris, in particular, differs from Morrice. Harris discovered objects, significant fragments, if you will, in our landscape; he emphasized their forms and contours, and so made even the most casual spectator conscious of pine stumps, rock-girt lakes, towering mountains, and clear horizons. In general, the activity of men like Harris, in· contrast to the organic approach of Morrice, can be defined as analysis. As far as it went, it was vital activity. Yet at its worst, in the hands of foHowers, it became mere picture-building. Analysis was thus turned into facile synthesis. Muskoka lakes and Algonquin Park pines began to be pieced together, like coloured mosaic tiles, by a host of imitators, to form flat and obvious patterns.
One of the first painters since the advent of the Group of Seven to absorb the intellectual methods of Harris, and then, having absorbed them, to go forward independently, is Emily Carr of Victoria, B.C. While in her earlier paintings she was concerned with the decorative treatment of Indian villages and totem poles, she has since advanced towards a more expressive handling of landscape. She goes deeply into the moods of that dense tangled greenery which is the forest of the coast of British Columbia. But she is not objective. Her own feelings accompany her into these timbered valleys, over those open hillsides of burnt slash, fire-weed, and rough devil,s club.
Miss Carr was brought up in British Columbia. Born in 1871 in Victoria, she still lives there. At one time, however, she travelled widely and studied it1 the art schools of San Francisco, ~ndon, and Paris. Even then, at intervals she kept returning home. Often she journeyed and dwelt alone among the Indian tribes of such remote areas as the Queen Charlotte Islands and the Cariboo district of the mainland. She went by canoe and pack horse. What painting she produced in this earlier period does not interest us much now. But those experiences provided the background for what came afterwards.
She was well into middle age before she first saw the works of Lawren Harris. The paintings of this semi-abstractionist stirred her. Her early, more commonplace, more amateurish style changed and she soon arrived at a position that was, roughly, on the fringe of the Group of Seven. There followed a period of certain darkish compositions (the more. glossy colours then used by some members of the Group never attracted her), with characteristic totem poles and many straight lines and artificially devised con tours in the background of forest and sky. As yet no freedom of drawing was noticeable. That was to come later.
Since about 1930 a new growth has been manifest. It would be hard, however, to trace this to influences from outside. What she has found during the past ten years, she has apparently discovered by herself and within herself. Gone are those predilections for coldly abstracted forms. She now has a more organic conception of painting.
1
A foreboding dread, a fear almost of nature and its power, comes out in such brooding compositions as "Indian Village" with its white church overshadowed, overawed as it were, by great baroque columns of spruce and fir. Those columns are partly decorative, as the formalized rocks and trees of La wren Harris were decorative, but they pass mere decoration. The whole pattern of her forest becomes so dramatic, so contorted with moody content, that you can, without straining your imagination, readily visualize certain formal resemblances to the dark shadows and the bold reliefs of cathedrals, that is, to the fa~ades of cathedrals that might have been built in the post-renaissance period of Spanish ecclesiastical architecture. It would be a mistake, all the same, to conceive for a moment that any of her paintings are attempts to translate El Greco into the language of Vancouver Island. There is nothing expecially derivative about them. Miss Carr seems to have tYet by way of comparison, one may note that this new and intense projection of personality, which is to be found in her painting, can be matched as far as similar overtones of emotion go, in the canvases of a contemporary English artist, Frances Hodgkins, a woman of about her own age, but there the resemblance stops. Emily Carr is distinctively Canadian. discovered for herself the validity of the baroque method of composition as applied to the landscapes of her native province.
We need only read Miss Carr·s own writings to find, in addition, what primitive meanings attributed to nature she attempts to call up in her paintings. As literature, her interpretations of Indian legends and her accounts, realistic but weird, of the life and the unspoken dreads of the Indian tribes who inhabit those mountain-shadowed inlets, are brilliant. Contained ]n a series of essays on West Coast life, which she hopes one day to publish, some of them have already been adapted as narratives, broadcast over the vVestern network of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
Another artist from British Columbia, J. L. Shadbolt, has stated, in his valuable lecture on Emily Carr, that many of her subjects suggest to him "a malignant and sombre nature · more worthy of solemn awe or fright than of reciprocative joy," and that "she has, as no other artist among us yet, evoked the presence of the terrible and elemental forces of our landscape." Sentimental observers may not understand what Mr Shadbolt means. They will be shocked by what they call her distortions. But let them look closely into the wilderness of the West Coast and they, too, will :find these forces of dread. They do exist. But to be sure, Canadian landscape has other facets also. Rural Ontario has its unexciting and placid atmospheres, while the prairies have great moods of fatalism and unbending clarity that 'it is perhaps not within the scope of painting to delineate. The Saguenay district and the shores of Lake Superior are a wilderness, but neither the same vegetable density nor the same turbulence of undergrowth lends mystery to their generous and monotonous distances. The West Coast retains its own personality.
As Miss Carr has turned to her own mind for stimulus_, so also has she looked inwardly, during much of her life, upon this one unchangjng environment. Upon it, she has built her own peculiar blending of description and expressionism in painting. Sometimes the blending_, however, has been uncertain. There have been instances when the elements of expressionism have become exaggerated, when under their fo· rce her drawing has tended to resolve itself into repetitive twirls. Here and there, and this is not meant as harsh criticism, you may still find a composition that is little more than a giddy convolvulus of hill and bu-sh and sky. But these are merely the exceptions to her talent.
Miss Carr has, in her best work, what her admirer, J. L. Shad-bolt, calls a "complexity of in-woven construction." He means, I believe, the ability to weave descriptions of natural forms together by means of a remarkably free and sinuous draughtsmanship, and then to add depth to this surface pattern, be it of old totems and towering spruce or of less powerful subjects, by variations in the fane -of a restricted range of colours, greens, yellow grays, blues, whites, dark browns, more octasionaJly reds. In her latest paintings of sunlit patches, the darkness of the forest is lessened. She is now even gay. The intensity of the baroque cathedrals is gone.
Some will like the baroque better, some prefer the lighter touch of today. What is certain is that her controlled exuberance of drawing, her use of the strokes and outlines of the brush to create coherence and pattern, and her tendency to design with colour as well as with contour, is now, for the most part, consistent and sure. For this reason she can be classed as an original painter, in the sense of organic construction, along with James Wilson Morrice.
Yet unlike Morrice, who did not worry about Canadian symbols, and who was in later life more interested in assimilating experiments in colour, from those of the impressionists to those of Matisse, than in concerning himself with his native land, Emily Carr has allowed herself to be confronted and disturbed by that urgent analysis of Canadian landscape which the Group of Seven obtained. Morrice had the more gentle, she has had the more austere approach.
Her limitations have been her occasional romanticism, her isolation, and her material struggles. They, too, have been to a degree her advantages. Out of her regionalism she has wrought both a personal and a pictorial integrity. Her canvases and sketches, done with opaque colours on board or paper, may sometimes, it is true, seem intense with a feeling that is beyond comfortable measure. A few of them for that reason do not fit into the living-room as easily as do those less complicated patterns that David Milne draws and colours, or as do those descriptively satisfying scenes of Ontario landscape that Carl Schaefer creates. But that does not make her work any the less significant. I mention Milne and Schaefer here because I have already in another article 2 suggested how they form signposts of direction in contemporary Canadian landscape painting. Yet the achievements of Miss Carr are an indication of direction also, and she may soon be recognized more generally for the powerful artist that she is.
